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- HydroWave (est 2015) is a part of Havkraft Group

- A whole owned company of Havkraft AS (est 2009)

- The company has its basis in the global patent
portfolio associated with the Havkraft Wave Energy
Converter (H-WEC)

COMPANY STRUCTURE AND HISTORY

Full scale 250 kW prototype at Stad, 
Sogn og Fjordane county
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THE HAVKRAFT WAVE ENERGY CONVERTER (H-WEC)

- The H-WEC is probably the world’s most flexible and
powerful wave energy converter.

- The H-WEC offers many advantages:

- Multiple chambers with different depths and
angles makes it possible to harness a wide range
of frequencies in the ocean

- Scaling in size makes it possible to adjust the
converter to any wave climate/wave size

- Scaling in width through a modul based system
makes it possible to reach desired energy uptake

- The converter’s independence of carrier makes it
possible to adapt solutions to client’s demands

- No moveable parts in contact with sea makes it
possible to survive at sea

- In other words:

- The H-WEC makes wave power possible!

A single H-WEC module



THE CONVERTER IS SUITABLE FOR A WIDE RANGE OF CONCEPTS

- In the following slides you will see some of the
proposed concepts in which the H-WEC can be fitted

- The flexibility of different concepts makes it possible to
address many different business cases and solve power
issues in all parts of the world

A picture of a full size wave power converter
produced at Stadyard, Måløy



- A stand alone PowerBarge can produce electricity from
wave power to local grids, national grids or for storage
in batteries or through Hydrogen production

- The powerBarge are boat designs that can be adjusted
to meet clients demands

- Most wave power plants looks like they come from an
outer space movie, but our approach is to make things
as simple and standard as possible

Concept 1:
POWERBARGE – STAND ALONE WAVE POWER PLANTS



- Boats are being electrified

- Land power systems are being installed

- Now we can offer charging points for offshore
operations

- Through a multi purpose PowerBarge we can provide
wave powered battery power offshore

- It will be self charging through wave power as a local
energy source with guarantees of origin

Concept 2:
SELFCHARGING POWERBARGE – OFFSHORE CHARGING POINT

3D-drawing on a self charging PowerBarge
with function as an offshore charging station



- At low wave climate you will need more absorbation
width

- Many of the world’s largest nations have a low wave
climate, such as Indonesia, India, Japan and Bangladesh

- A catamaran will broaden the absorbation width and
thus boost wave energy into the system

- it’s all about boosting power and reducing costs to
make wave power economically viable

Concept 3:
POWERBARGE CATAMARAN – FOR MODERATE WAVE CLIMATE

A 3D-drawing of a design protected PowerBarge Catamaran



- The H-WEC modules can easily be mounted on different
carriers and structures

- The purpose can be to use wave power as a local energy
source to reduce diesel usage on stand-by mode
offshore

- We believe this will soon be a requirement, because the
emissions from diesel offshore can not continue on
todays scale

- “Perfect for our boats in Statoil”, Prime Minister Erna
Solberg said last year, and we do not disagree!

Concept 4:
POWERSHIP - RETROFITTING TO EXISTING STRUCTURES

Geo Barents, 
Uksnøy & co



- A H-WEC wave energy converter is in reality a perfect
wave damper

- It can therefore be mounted into a pier to eliminate
waves just like an ordinary pier is supposed to do

- The PowerPier will be floating and will take out waves
from the top down and not from the bottom up like an
ordinary pier

- And unlike an ordinary pier, the damping with our wave
energy converters produces air pressure and vacuum in
oscillating water columns that can be used for power
production

- Imagine the low cost of energy when you don’t have to
pay for the structural costs as this is a part of the
damping application

- This is a perfect way of producing low cost energy for
Hydrogen storage, as our cooperation with Greenstat
comes to show in a new report

Concept 5:
POWERPIER – FLOATING PIER WITH POWER PRODUCTION



- We believe that hybrids and multi purpose solutions can
be beneficial in many ways

- It’s obvious that a combination between offshore wind
and offshore wave power could offer positive synergies

- We therefore have developed the PowerPeak-system,

- Wave power is wind power that is concentrated 5 times,
so the contribution from the wave power plant can be
considerable

Concept 6:
POWERPEAK – A SYSTEM INTEGRATED WITH OFFSHORE WIND



WAVE POWER PRODUCTION AND COST OF ENERGY

Incomming
energy Absorbation width (m) Standard efficiency

Hours/yea
r Production Production

kW/m Example: POWERPIER 30 % (1 = 100 %) kWh per year GWh per year

20 100 0,3 8760 5.256.000 5,2 GWh

30 100 0,3 8760 7.884.000 7,8 GWh

40 100 0,3 8760 10.512.000 10,5 GWh

60 100 0,3 8760 15.768.000 15,7 GWh

Model from Marintek SINTEF for Havkraft AS

A recent study performed by Greenstat shows that a
PowerPier can produce energy at a cost in a range of 15-
26 øre/kWh, dependent upon the wave climate and
different choices of solutions.

NHH studies shows that this is a cost of energy that will be
acceptable for producing economical viable Hydrogen to
the market. The volume and production solutions along
with the markets will decide if it will be possible to
distribute the Hydrogen.
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